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Executive summary
This report contains an analysis of the current and expected future market for all the technologies that will
be developed in WP2. This deliverable sets out to explore the applicability of such technologies to other
domains outside of Opera and by identifying technological trends, potential competing platforms,
complementary stakeholder such as other existing community opera projects and moving towards an
exploration in other sectors. The approach was to:
•

•
•
•

Give a current state-of-the-art overview of technology tools and platforms being utilised by the
Opera sector. Note this is not an exhaustive list but will aim to cover the majority of distinct use
cases and corresponding case studies
Define the current thinking and direction for the WP2 toolset, comparing the functionality
provided with products on the market both commercial and open source
Look across the Opera sector to map those creating innovative work with the view of potential
partnerships or adopters of the WP tools created as part of TRACTION.
Look at wider opportunities for WP2 tool exploitation and dissemination across complementary
sectors such as theatre, arts organisations, venues and museums.

This is an initial report that will have further updating for deliverable 5.6 due on 30th June 2022.

Outcomes and Conclusions:
Through the research on this report, and through interviewing several Opera companies about their
current and future digital activations, it became apparent that many companies have been forced online
due to the current pandemic. The experimentation of both free and paid platforms has had mixed success
with the majority of Opera companies globally streaming a) their archived content where possible across
multiple platforms b) streaming either live or pre-recorded Opera performances. Meanwhile, the intended
audience are overwhelmed with the overload of content all hitting them at the same time.
In order for Opera and indeed other arts formats to work online, they need to meet the audience needs.
For those working all day on video platforms on their laptop, consuming arts content on their work device
may not be ideal. Younger audiences in particular yearn for interactivity, with chat being a minimum
requirement here. Looking at the broader landscape of what technology can offer Opera, we have already
begun user experience trials to ensure the WP2 tools are designed with a user-centric methodology. The
tools need to provide added value to the arts experience for the audience and also be comfortable and
simple to use. This accessibility of the technology is at the heart of the development process for TRACTION.
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Introduction
1.1

TRACTION concept and approach
Opera uses all the visual and performing arts to create extraordinary worlds of passion and
sensibility. It is rightly recognised as a great achievement of European culture. And yet a
form that once inspired social and artistic revolutions is often seen as the staid preserve of
the elite. With rising inequality and social exclusion, many see opera—if they think of it at
all—as symbolic of what is wrong in Europe today. TRACTION aims to change that using
opera as a path for social and cultural inclusion, making it once again a force for radical
transformation.
We do not want to make opera palatable to those who don’t attend. We want to define
new forms of artistic creation through which the most marginalised groups (migrants, the
rural poor, young offenders and others) can work with artists to tell the stories that matter
now. By combining best practice in participatory art with digital technology’s innovations
of language, form and process, we will define new approaches to co-creation and innovate
in three fields:
a) Opera creation and production
b) Immersive and interactive digital media
c) Social integration and community development.
Experimental projects in inner-city Barcelona (ES), a youth prison in Leiria (PT) and rural
communities in Ireland will test and share new ideas. Bridging the social and cultural
divides involved will challenge many existing beliefs, structures and habits. The exceptional
resources of the TRACTION partnership will help us meet that challenge through mutual
support. The immediate outcomes will be new routes for social and economic integration
for the people involved, better relationships between opera producers and society, and
cutting-edge technological development. But the long-term prize is the definition of new
processes that renew the art’s potential to build cohesive societies and imagine a
revitalised, common culture in which everyone can feel that they belong.
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1.2

Purpose of the deliverable
WP5 ensures that TRACTION project results have a determining impact for opera business
and that they can be extended to other cultural heritage institutions. It will also target a
sustainable and resilient social impact through the consolidation of a transformation in
society, targeting opera professionals and communities at risk.
This document describes the initial market for the toolset deployed in WP2 and
performance of competitor products on the market, as well as an analysis of existing
community opera projects, looking for opportunities of applying the results of the projects
even after the end of the project itself.
This deliverable will also include a set of recommendations as input for the exploitation
activities of task T5.3. This document will be the initial reflection on the work done during
the first year of the project’s lifetime.

1.3

Intended audience
The dissemination level of D5.1 is public. It is primarily aimed for members of the
consortium (including the Commission Services); however, anybody can have access to it,
and therefore it will be uploaded to the public TRACTION website 1 and to the public
repositories used in the project (such as DCU DORAS2 and UAB DDD3).

1

https://www.traction-project.eu/
http://doras.dcu.ie/
3
https://ddd.uab.cat/
2
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The Business of Opera
In this section we will explore the relationship between the art form of Opera and
technology, the current state of the art and related tools as well as looking to future trends
and how technology can add-value by deepening audience engagement and connection.

2.1.1

Opera and its relationship with technology
Opera has seen many transformations in its long history. Many Opera houses are
traditional in mindset and production, keeping the art form true to its origins as performed
in Italian houses in the 16th century. Alongside this traditional approach, many Opera
houses and companies have experimented with digital initiatives especially over the last 35 years. However, the unprecedented nature of the Covid pandemic has expedited the
need for digital-first content considerably.
Prior to the last 8 months, many Opera companies, such as the Royal Opera House in
London, had carried out innovative projects. The obvious digital activation for Opera
performances is live streaming, which has been highly successful in Europe particularly
thanks to the great work by National Theatre Live and the Metropolitan Opera and Opera
Australia. Prior to the pandemic, Opera performances had a regular live stream schedule
to cinemas through service providers like Vue Entertainment. The business model
associated with these cinema screenings was lucrative for the partners and extended
audience reach globally. Audience who may never attend the Met for instance now could.
This scale and accessibility is key to success of such initiatives.
What we have witnessed over the last 8 months however is a slew of both free and paid
for content. It seems every theatre company, festival and arts organisation have ‘gone
online’. This has resulted in a somewhat overwhelmed consumer as well as producers who
are finding it near impossible to be heard above the noise. The debate of paid or free
content is a constant balancing act with no clear definitive answers at this point as
engagement seems to fluctuate week to week with no consistent patterns. Whether prerecorded or live content is preferred by audiences is another debatable point with unclear
findings.
What is key for the next year, with so much uncertainty relating to venues opening to the
public or not, is the exploration of new and innovative business models for all Opera houses
and indeed all arts venues. The challenge is to find sustainable business models, engaging
with existing audiences first and bringing them on the digital journey with you.
For instance, the Met Opera in New York, since lockdown have offered a free live stream
from their archive every single night for free! This is a remarkable achievement and
shows the wealth of content The Met have available. Most Opera companies would not
have the bank of content to afford this level of activity, and even for the Met, it is of
course unsustainable.
Passed the current technology revolution of streaming and pay per view 2d video content,
the technology potential to extend the art form of Opera is massive. As arts organisations
globally come together to network and share information, the new formats of digital
potential for the arts are propagated. A company in New York creates a zoom opera with
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interactive chat capability and share the case study with European colleagues via networks
like Opera America and Opera Vision (Europe).
This is an exciting time for experimentation and play, prompted from an urgent necessity
to keep audiences engaged while venues are closed. An opportunity is presented to create
a deeper connection between Opera houses and their audience. Audiences can go behind
the scenes and become a part of the rehearsal process, see how costumes are made,
interact with the cast and crew etc.
In the TRACTION project we are exploring the technological extensions to the Opera
process and artistic content to deeper engage audiences, scale the storytelling and provide
accessibility for all. At the heart of the project is the co-creation process with communities
following participatory art methodologies. To this end, we are building a toolset to support
this engagement and interaction. The two defined aspects of the toolset created as part of
WP2 are the Media Vault and Performance Engine. There will also be a toolset integration
for immersive content, such as virtual reality, although the requirements for this are still
being explored to see where the best value-add can be found.

2.2

Current state of the art, digital platforms, tools and use cases
As the majority of the current state of the art between Opera and technology is currently
via online video and social media platforms, of both live streaming and pre-recorded video,
we will take a look at several platforms being utilised by Opera companies and Arts
organisations globally. The platforms outlined below have been identified following
interviews and research on activity of several companies including Irish National Opera,
the Royal Opera House in London, Opera Vision in Europe and Opera America in the US.

2.2.1

Live Streaming Platforms – Commercial
According to Statista, the number of digital video viewers in the United States will likely
surpass 249 million by 2022.
In today’s digital world, live video streaming has become a primary way to engage with
customers. Video content plays different roles in different industries, but the popularity of
the medium is apparent across the board.
When it comes to video hosting or streaming platforms, they are not equal and depending
on a particular use case, different platforms offer different desired functionality. Most
Opera houses and arts organisations begin with streaming via YouTube or Facebook (live
premieres for example). However these platforms may not appear the most professional,
may have ethical or data privacy concerns or offer the capabilities of commercially geared
and focused platforms. Here is an illustrative list to give a sense of the current state of the
art of the video platform market, both commercial and non-commercial.
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VMIX
vMix4 is software that allows a producer to create professional quality productions on their
own computer and add multiple cameras, videos, images, audio, web streams,
Powerpoint, titles, virtual sets, chroma key and more to the production. The platform has
the ability to display, record and live stream a production all at the same time.
Vmix can be used in large scale multi-camera events or simple webcam one person
productions. There is a once off payment to use vMix, with no need to pay a monthly or
yearly subscription fee.
Costs

Dice
Dice5’s award-winning app makes discovering and buying a ticket easy for fans, and their
creator products give partners the best possible tools for managing their events.
Dice offers a streaming platform that works across multiple devices, phone, desktop or TV.
Costs
Audience pay per view at the price set by the producer, or else they can utilise the Dice
donation model.

Dice Case Study
Irish National Opera utilised the Dice platform for their Mezzo Masterpieces series where
live performances from Ireland's best Opera singers were streamed from historic houses.
The costs for these live streams were €15 per performance or €40 as a bundle for all three
shows. The stream is available for 14 days after the performance. Sarah Halpin, Digital
Communications manager at Irish National Opera says the drivers for choosing this
platform were:

4
5

https://www.vmix.com/
https://dice.fm/
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•
•
•

Security - Dice offers access codes linked to individuals phone numbers so codes
cannot be shared to others
Accessibility - the Dice platform is easy to use for all audience demographics
Audio - as experts in live music performance streaming, Dice pride themselves on
the quality of their audio stream

Some key findings from Sarah include:
• Most ticket sales took place in the 2 days before the concert
See audience numbers from Mezzo Masterpieces series:

2.2.2

Live Streaming Platforms – Free

Facebook Live
Facebook Live enables producers to jump right into broadcasting events online. It comes
with dual benefits. Firstly, it bypasses the complexities of traditional live streaming
platforms that require hefty hardware setup and complex video rendering capabilities.
Next, it taps into an already existing audience base—Facebook friends or Facebook page
followers.
Key features of the tool:
•

Toggle the privacy setting to make live streams visible to the public or keep them
private within friends/followers. Also, tag people or locations and add filters,
writing, and drawing to the videos.

•

Access metrics such as peak live viewers, total views, average watch time, and
viewer demographics.

•

Add a personal touch when going live on a smartphone—walk around the event,
talk to people, and broadcast from a personal vantage point.

•

Screen-share if using a computer/laptop. However, this requires downloading
a screen-sharing extension.

•

Save videos to your Facebook gallery once the broadcast ends so that they can
be viewed later.
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Watch out for:
•
•
•

Negative comments from any viewer are visible to the entire audience and
enshrined in the video.
Using Facebook’s built-in publisher to enhance the video quality of the live
stream requires technical know-how and third-party tools.
Live stream can be also fetched from a video encoder via an API. However, the
process requires some technical know-how and screening under Facebook’s App
Review policies.

Use For:
Events of any size—from a small performance for fifty people to a mega premiere for 5,000
attendees. This is the best tool to leverage a personal or business Facebook presence and
reach an audience that has already shown interest in what the company does.

Instagram Live
Instagram Live is a feature of Instagram Stories that can be used to broadcast events to a
digital audience and engage with them in real time. It is quite similar to Facebook Live in
its functionalities and user experience. The catch is that Instagram Live allows users to go
live only on the mobile version of the tool and not the desktop version.

Key features of the tool:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Draw, colour, tag people, and add location, emojis, gifs, and filters on the live
feed in real time.
Select between private or public audiences. Whenever a live stream starts, push
notifications alert the user’s followers.
Engage with the audience as they send likes and comments. A stream of
comments is displayed on the bottom of the screen—pin select comments to the
top of the comment stream or disable comments entirely.
Filter out comments containing offensive keywords, phrases, or emojis by
choosing the “hide offensive comments” option before going live.
Save videos to Stories so that they can be revisited by viewers for up to 24 hours
after a live stream. Saving videos to Highlights on the profile makes them
available beyond 24 hours.
Go live with another user on Instagram by having them join your stream and
request to go live with you. This yields a split-screen interaction that viewers can
watch.

Watch out for:
•

•

The tool is more accustomed to the portrait view (vertical view with an aspect
ratio of 9:16) than the landscape view (horizontal view with an aspect ratio of
3:2).
All live videos have to be recorded on smartphones. They can’t be imported from
other devices.
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•
•

Audiences can be more ‘flippant’ on Facebook than other platforms, due to the
way we engage with Facebook for non event activity.
You can track metrics such as viewer count, likes, and comments during and
after live streams. However, an Instagram Business account is needed for metrics
such as accounts reached and impressions.

Use For:
Events of any size—for dozens, hundreds or thousands of audience members. For
companies with a personal or business Instagram presence, this tool will help tap into an
existing audience as well as reach potential digital viewers from around the world.

YouTube Live
YouTube Live is a live streaming feature on the popular video-sharing platform YouTube.
The tool offers a wide range of broadcasting features, apt for anyone from a lone music
performer to a full-fledged event with advertisements and promotions. It offers one
benefit that no other platform in this list does—the search potential of being on YouTube,
such that an event can be located simply through Google search.
Key features of the tool:
•
•

•
•
•

Add automatic live captions (in English) to event broadcasts to make them more
accessible to people with hearing limitations or those watching without audio.
Interact with the audience in the chat window and take questions for the event
and receive feedback. Follow conversations even after the live stream is over
with the Live Chat Replay feature or disable certain chats entirely.
Make use of advanced live streaming features such as broadcast delay and
automatic recording.
Save event broadcasts as videos on your channel. These can be watched by
viewers later on.
Assess analytical insights such as average live view duration, total view time,
concurrent viewer, playbacks, and chat rate through the analytics dashboard and
generate reports to analyze and understand the audience.

Watch out for:
•
•
•

•

User accounts must be verified to go live, which can take up to 24 hours.
At least 1,000 subscribers are needed to go live from a mobile phone.
There can be security concerns with YouTube in general, and it can be
considered too easy to share the link with others (obviously not ideal if it is a
paid event).
You can go live using third-party hardware or software encoders to enhance the
quality of the broadcast. However, that will require some technical know-how.
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Use For:
Events of any size—from a press conference with a few dozen people to a sports event
with a few thousand people. For those with personal or business accounts on YouTube,
this is the best way to tap into the existing audience as well as attract potential viewers
from around the world via Google search auto-integration.

TIKTOK
TikTok, is a Chinese video-sharing social networking service owned by ByteDance. The
social media platform is used to make a variety of short-form videos, from genres like
dance, comedy, and education, that have a duration from 3 seconds to 1 Minute to 3
minutes

Case Study
Royal Opera House
On 13th October via Twitter, the Royal Opera House announced “We're excited to
announce that we're on TikTok! You'll find us sharing a variety of short videos which
playfully explore what makes opera and ballet tick.”
Within 3 months on TikTok, Royal Opera House London had 300k followers and became
their fasting growing social media platform. So much so that their video views on TikTok
have now surpassed their YouTube views, a channel the company had engaged with for
over a decade with 900k subscribers. Alongside new TikTok specific content, they have also
re-versionsed Facebook premier material they had of the rehearsal process. They have
enjoyed the freshness of the channel compared to their traditionally more rigid and
professional-focused social media interactions.
As an example of the content that has worked well for them on TikTok, Chris Shipman from
the Royal Opera House shared how the audience engaged creatively with a Tik Tok Duet of
Mozarts The Magic Flute where they have had thousands of duets.
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2.2.3

Non-commercial platforms
Aside from the video platforms and social media video hosting platforms listed above,
there are many Opera companies who are streaming content directly on their website or
via a membership site such as Opera Vision.

OperaVision
The OperaVision6 platform enables audiences to watch pre-recorded or live streams of
their favourite operas from houses around the world. Audience members can view their
favourite performances, subtitled, on demand. They can also learn about the art form and
specific productions by browsing Opera Visions’ richly populated digital library, stories, and
articles. In English, French, and German, thoughtfully curated, and free to browse and
explore.
Supported by the European Union's Creative Europe programme, OperaVision builds on
the success of The Opera Platform, with more contributing opera companies from more
countries, under the editorial supervision of Opera Europa, the European association of
opera companies and festivals.
OperaVision brings together 29 partners from 17 countries and invites you to travel and
discover the diversity of opera from wherever you want, whenever you want.
Costs / Business Model
Opera Houses or companies, such as Irish National Opera become partner members of
Opera Vision for a period of 18 months during which time the commitment is to stream a
minimum of 2 Opera performances through the platform. The company is responsible for
the recording.
Case Study:

Opera Vision
Supported by the European Union's Creative Europe programme, OperaVision builds on
the success of The Opera Platform, with more contributing opera companies from more
countries, under the editorial supervision of Opera Europa, the European association of
opera companies and festivals.

6

https://operavision.eu/en
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OperaVision brings together 29 partners from 17 countries and invites audiences to
discover the diversity of opera from wherever they want, whenever they want.
Luke O’Shaughnessy, Project manager at Opera Vision shared finding and statistics with us.
“With over 1,100,000 views last month, October was OperaVision’s most successful month
to date. We registered our highest ever number of views for a single day since the launch
of the platform in October 2017. OperaVision’s dedicated World Opera Day programme
counted 57,978 views on 25 October and 124,282 views in total for the whole week of
World Opera Day celebrations on OperaVision.
It was a good month for the OperaVision partnership, showing our diversity, relevance and
reach. Diversity was the hallmark of the World Opera Day weekend. We streamed four
concerts in as many time zones; a celebration concert with young artists from Australia to
America, from Saudi Arabia to South Africa. The Olyrix review concluded: ‘a perfect
reminder that music is a universal pleasure playing with all our differences but speaking in
one and the same language’.
Birmingham Opera Company’s Fidelio streamed the same weekend was a fine example of
compelling drama made with and for a diverse local community. October showed the
relevance of our venture in a number of ways. In spite of the pandemic, we were live.
Staatsoper Hannover’s staged adaption of Handel’s Trionfo brought us right into the here
and now. Finnish National Opera’s delightful and funny Covid fan tutte could not be more
‘of the moment’ and has won fans worldwide. ‘The Finns in their Covid fan tutte have set
the Mozartean standard of turning laughter into earned tear’ enthused Los Angeles Times
reviewing the OperaVision’s stream.
Our new commission with Walpurgis of an animated version of Fidelio shows how opera
can reach beyond the stage when creatively imagined in digital form. ‘An ideal format to
introduce young people to Beethoven’s opera about love and humanity’ commented
Belgium’s RTBF”.
When speaking with Luke O Shaughnessey about the potential commercialisation of the
Opera Vision platform, he explained how this can get very costly and expensive due to
rights. For instance the commercial rights for some German operas can be five figure sums.
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2.2.4

Watch Party platforms
Watch Parties are a new way for people to watch videos together in real time. Once a
Watch Party is started, participants can watch videos, live or recorded, and interact with
one another around them in the same moment. More watch party platforms are coming
online all the time as well as social media platforms offering this service.

Scener
With Scener7, an arts organisation can host a watch party for up to a million guests, or have
a virtual screening night with audiences. Users connect with their webcam while Scener
ensures the show is synced for all users.
Scener offers support for Netflix, Disney+, HBO Max, Hulu, Prime Video, YouTube,
Funimation, and more, Scener is the one-stop destination for streaming anything with
anyone. Whether you’re leading your legion of fans in a huge, interactive watch party, or
having a virtual movie night with friends, Scener is the watch party platform where you're
in control.
7

https://www.scener.com/
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Laptop or desktop computer and internet access required. Webcam, microphone, and
headphones recommended. A subscription or access to the streaming service being viewed
is required.

Costs
Scener is offered free to users as a Chrome extension.
Market Analysis and Funding of Scener
Scener raised $2.1 million for its co-watching virtual theatre platform, which lets people
watch movies together remotely. The Seattle company has experienced massive growth
since the onset of the pandemic, with almost half a million active Chrome installs and over
13.5 million viewer minutes per week.
Scener plans to use the funding to accelerate product development for its social platform
and further develop its events and community of watch party hosts, with the goal of
creating a destination for collective entertainment viewing.
“The most important thing is synchronizing,” Braidwood said. “If you’re watching Breaking
Bad, and I’m watching Breaking Bad, it’s important we see the same thing at the same
time. That’s the backbone of what makes our technology work.”
The majority of users are engaging with each other on video chat, Braidwood said.
Streaming services like Disney+, Hulu, and Prime Video are expected to add their own
native group-watching features as well.

Facebook Watch Party
Facebook Watch Party is a new feature launched for Facebook groups that fancy watching
videos together, regardless of their location. The new feature will be more like a live feed
on Facebook, but in this case, the participants will be invited separately by the host or cohost to view pre-loaded video
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Teleparty from Netflix
Teleparty (formerly Netflix Party) is a new way to watch TV with your friends online.
Teleparty synchronizes video playback and adds group chat to Netflix, Disney, Hulu and
HBO. Over 10 million people have used Teleparty to link up with friends and host long
distance movie nights and TV watch parties.

Case Study
Irish National Opera’s Sarah Halpin provided some top level statistics on their streaming
activity across various platforms from March – Sept 2020. The viewing stats listed
illustrate how different types of content e.g. Friday Opera Sessions offered
authentic, straight to camera discussion format from Fergus Sheil, artistic director of Irish
National Opera as opposed to streaming of their filmed Opera content.
From Sarah “This content was all free to view. It can be hard to interpret statistics on this
kind of content meaningfully I find. The length of the content, the platform it’s viewed on
etc all have an impact on how you interpret the stats. I’m kind of against generic video
views as a metric for engagement as it’s kind of meaningless without further context.
We’ve used a quality view, defined as at least 1 minute on FB and 30 secs on YT to try
and give a bit more meaning to It”.

Friday Opera Sessions (5 episodes)
Facebook (FB) and YouTube (YT)
Combined
Total Organic Video Views

13K

Total Quality Video Views

6.5K (1 min on FB, 30 sec on YT)

Seraglio (7 episodes) Facebook (FB) and
YouTube (YT) Combined
Total Organic Video Views
Total Quality Video Views

20K
10.5K (1 min on FB, 30 sec on YT)

Claire Lowney, INO’s Development and Marketing Assistant:
“Part of the benefits of being an INO supporter include invites to specially curated events
bringing supporters closer to INO by offering exclusive behind-the-scenes access. To
celebrate the launch of our digital opera Seraglio, the Mini-Series and to reward our
supporters, we hosted an online pre-show talk exclusively for INO supporters. The talk was
delivered via zoom and featured members of the cast and creative team behind Seraglio,
the Mini-Series. It was hosted by INO Artistic Director, Fergus Sheil who discussed how the
project evolved and the technical challenges that were overcome by producing our first
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digital opera. The panel members represented all aspects of the project including a singer,
musician, director, conductor and video editor who shared their experience of working on
the opera. Supporters were encouraged to engage online and had an opportunity to pose
questions to the panel via the chat function on zoom. Usually supporter events would take
place in person and this was our first bespoke online event for supporters. As Seraglio, the
Mini-Series was an online production, it was very fitting that this event also took place
online and allowed us to maintain our connection with supporters by continuing to offer
them exclusive access in an adapted online format whilst encouraging them to join us on
our online journey”.
Streamed Operas Total YT Views
Barber of Seville

15K

Acis and Galatea

4.5K

2.2.4.1 Benefits of live streaming from Dice.fm research
INTIMACY
• 38% of audience watching a live stream invite a friend to join them
INTERACTION
• Audience can chat and connect throughout the performance e.g. “This is my
favourite song”
MONETISATION
• The most successful financial model on DICE is a paid stream where fans can donate.
Isn’t that nice to hear? Fans want to support artists and the causes they care about.
As with IRL shows, “free” often devalues the event. While audience numbers will be
smaller with a paid live stream, fans are highly engaged and committed to watching
the entire event. The most successful events on DICE are over £10/$10. Fans know
the money is going directly to the artist (and potentially item 12) and that’s
important to them.
CREATING A BUZZ
• Using these platforms bring back some of the magic of live performance i.e. The
tradition of announcing a show, registering demand, setting an on-sale time and
getting fans excited to grab tickets
SCALE AND REACH
• You’re no longer limited by geography, going from city to city to reach your fans —
lots of streams on DICE have fans from over 100 different countries. Think about
how you target both current and new fans in this new, borderless world. DICE has
expanded from six countries to 131 countries literally overnight.
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2.2.5

Technology trends and advancements post COVID-19
While the current state of the art is focused on streaming video of both live and prerecorded Operas and aria performances, the potential offered by technology is so much
greater.
The revenue models for streaming content fluctuates from show to show and from
company to company and any sustainable audience engagement seems hard to predict.
Success of engagement on platforms such as TikTok open up possibilities around
completely fresh and new ways of thinking of what audience engagement means.
The next stage for digital engagement with audiences will most likely require greater levels
of interaction than streaming services than chat functions or even watch parties can offer.
Some of the future opportunities and use cases offered by technology in relation to Opera
include:
•

Interactive web and multi-screen experiences

•

Mobile applications for a deeper audience engagement experience such as exclusive
behind the scenes perspectives

•

Utilising technology for accessibility or translation required

•

Virtual Opera and theatre shows leveraging immersive technologies such as Virtual
Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). This can include using motion capture,
volumetric video, 360 video, photogrammetry, built with game engines such as Unity
or Unreal

•

Immersive AR or VR Previsualisation of set design

•

Utilising social VR platforms for Operatic events and performances
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The TRACTION Toolset – Market Fit
3.1.1

The TRACTION toolset
The TRACTION Toolset is a foundation of the project. It consists of three digital
technologies designed to support the process of opera creation and presentation before,
during and after the actual performance. In this chapter we will look at the functionality of
the 3 tool set aspects (media vault, performance engine and immersive tool) and compare
to similar products on the market. As part of this competitive analysis, we will show the
monetisation model of the commercial solutions.

A) MEDIA VAULT The Mediavault is an online tool that allows users to share and
discuss different types of media for co-creation between Traction partners,
particularly for the Liceu trial. At this phase of the project, the Mediavault supports
users creating and responding to Media. First, users can create an account, and
view content in a variety of languages. Users can upload images and videos, tag
them based on different interests, and view posts in a timeline format. After
content has been created, users receive notifications about posts based on their
interests, and are able to respond to them, by commenting through text, or with
emojis. The system supports automatic video subtitles generation, and translation
of those subtitles into several languages. As the project continues, we will expand
the tool into a richer platform.

B) PERFORMANCE ENGINE The Performance Engine is an online tool that allows a
producer/operator to manage a show where he can orchestrate multiple input
and output sources, connected either locally or remote. The operator can create
a template on what to show and when to show it, when and how to allow remote
participation as well as choose the layout of the content to display on screen. The
operator is also able to change those settings over the course of the event.
C) IMMERSIVE TOOL(S) The definition and requirements are still being established for
the immersive element of the toolset. However, there are a multitude of
possibilities for tools to add value of the immersive production from Irish National
Opera’s Virtual Reality Opera. Some ideas that are being discussed are the idea of
a Social Lobby experience where users can gather virtually and chat together
before diving into the Opera performance. There could also be an interval
incorporated offering that sense of coming-together and sharing of live
performance Opera House productions.
These technologies are not static. Although each is already a powerful and capable tool,
they will develop further in response to needs identified during the TRACTION trials.
Formal tests will take place at regular intervals during the project lifetime, and the first
round of these will be conducted between September and December 2020. Work is
currently underway to identify and storyboard user personas for these tests.
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3.1.2

Commercial Competitors to Media Vault
This section describes the different tools which offer the similar technical functionality to
the media vault being built as part of the TRACTION project i.e., a database and media
asset management platform.
The motivation behind this is that TRACTION needs a tool for asynchronous video-based
communication, something that can store multimedia content (not only video, but also
audio, immersive and 360º video, etc.) and that such content can be easily accessed,
commented, modified and annotated by all stakeholders.

Such tool should satisfy the typical requirements of every Video Platform as a Service
(VPaaS):
•

•

•

•
•

Extensibility and configurability, to adapt to the specific needs of TRACTION as well
as to give the consortium the possibility to add plugins for automatic annotation
and metadata extraction;
Provide support for video and audio editing and transcoding, for example to create
videos at different resolutions and bitrates, that can be consumed by any devices
and with different bandwidth conditions;
Include chat and commentary system, including annotations in specific locations
and at specific time intervals of the videos, to let the stakeholders ask questions
and provide insights about the content uploaded;
Be open source;
Provide different user groups, such as administrator, moderator, standard user
etc.

Additionally, the chosen VPaaS system should be easy to use or at least provide a short
learning curve.

Muvi
Muvi8 is, according to the description on their website, “the World's only All-in-One OTT
Platform which allows you to launch White Label Multi-Device Video Streaming Platform
offering Video on Demand (VOD) & Live Streaming as well as Audio Streaming Platform
offering Music Streaming and Live Audio Broadcast instantly”. Muvi includes everything,
fully managed, end-to-end, all controlled from single CMS, no coding or IT teams required.

8

https://www.muvi.com/
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Costs

Vimeo OTT
Vimeo OTT 9 offers video solutions for individuals, teams, and businesses, including
agencies, production companies, marketers, SMBs, enterprises, educational organizations,
filmmakers, and OTT brands. This streaming service is as user-friendly as Netflix, and just
as seamless across devices. Beam flawless video anywhere, live or on demand—thanks to
their video monetization service beloved by 200M+ creators and brands.

Costs

9

https://vimeo.com/ott/home
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Dacast
Dacast10 is a video hosting solution that empowers users to upload, transcode, organize,
monetize, analyze, and share. Dacast offers an intuitive content management system
(CMS) and a video API for the creation of automated workflows.
For more security and advanced video management tools, they also offer an advanced
video hosting platform.
Costs

OvercastHQ
OvercastHQ11 allows producers to manage their video and other digital content from a
single platform. Simply and easily integrate your existing technologies and/or shutter them
over time.

Costs
Video is core to digital transformation. It changes the status quo when it comes to
communicating internally with staff and externally with partners and customers.
Video Content-as-a-Service (VCaaS) makes video accessible to all. It reduces cost, reduces
the time it takes to get content to market and increases revenue opportunities.

10
11

https://www.dacast.com/video-hosting-manager/
https://www.overcasthq.com/about/
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3.1.3

Open Source Competitors to the WP2 Media Vault
These following platforms are open source and allow producers to create a video database
and management platform without additional costs beyond hosting and bandwidth ones.

Kaltura
Kaltura's mission12 is to power any video experience. Their video solutions are deployed
globally across thousands of enterprises, media companies, service providers, and
educational institutions, leveraging video to teach, learn, communicate, collaborate, and
entertain.

Plumi
Plumi13 enables producers to create their own sophisticated video-sharing site. It includes
an adaptive skin using Diazo, server-side transcoding of most video formats, upload
progress bar, thumbnail extraction, HTML5 video playback and embedding, subtitles using
Amara, large file uploading via FTP, social media integration, threaded commenting and
user feedback forms, customised user-profiles and a range of other useful features.
12
13

https://corp.kaltura.com/
https://plumi.org/
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OpenCast.
Opencast14 is a flexible, scalable and reliable video capture, management, and distribution
system for academic institutions. Opencast is built by a growing community of developers
from leading universities and organizations worldwide.

Analysis of open-source solutions
Before deciding whether the TRACTION consortium should develop a new solution on rely
on existing platforms, we analysed in detail the pros and cons of each existing solution (see
Table 1). Ultimately, we found out that no existing tools matched all the requirements of
the Media Vault and hence we decided to create an ad-hoc solution.

Table 1: Overview of open-source video database solutions.

Name

3.1.4

Features

Pros

Cons

Kaltura

Mature VPaaS
Widely used
Admin & user section

OSS & commercial
license
Video editor
Mobile support

PHP
Steep Learning
curve
Too many features

Plumi

Video MGMT & Viz

Open source

No editor

OpenCast

Video capture, MGMT and
distribution (for academic
institutions)

Open source
Video editor (very
basic)

Java
No mobile video
capture

Competitors products to the WP2 Performance Engine
This section describes the different comparative technology products to the TRACTION
Performance Engine which is being built in order to provide an engine to manage the
rendering of diverse content sources (live and non-live) across distributed displays,
including from disparate locations.
The motivation behind these features is that TRACTION needs a tool for the real-time
distribution and communication of rich media, understanding media as a broad concept
that includes videos and images, real-time video and audio streams, immersive media
formats (such as 360 videos), textual information (content from social media), etc. These
features are particularly relevant for the performance stage of the trials, where the
technology could contribute to enhance traditional opera performances.
14

https://opencast.org/
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2-IMMERSE
2-IMMERSE15 was an EU-funded project which aimed at creating a system for immersive
object-based immersive multi-screen broadcasts over the internet. Viewers could enjoy
live broadcasts using a 2-IMMERSE set-top box form their living room. The main broadcast
would run on their television set, whereas additional content would be displayed on a
connected tablet. This additional content included textual information about the content
being shown on the television, the ability to interact with other people watching the same
broadcast or the switching of camera angles. This interactivity was enabled through
cutting-edge web technologies and object-based broadcasting. While in traditional
broadcasting, the content is assembled at the studio and sent to peoples’ homes as a single
broadcast, in object-based broadcasting, the studio generates the assets as distinct
objects, which as all sent as separate streams the end-users, where they are assembled.
This gives content producers the ability to create broadcasts which adapt themselves to
their consumers’ needs. The content can adapt itself to different screen sizes, different
device types and gives the user more agency in the type of content they actually want to
see. This new broadcasting paradigm also necessitated a shift in the way that the content
was produced. For this purpose, a whole new pipeline for temporal and spatial
synchronisation of broadcast objects was implemented. This also gave producers more
agency through a new editing system, which aimed to extend the paradigm of non-linear
video editing by instead of arranging clips of a timeline, gave the producer the ability to lay
out their broadcast in terms of relationships between media objects, i.e. parallel and
sequential ordering of media objects. Finally, in order to extend this system for the use in
live sports broadcasting, the system was extended with a live-editing system, which
allowed a team of media professionals to insert broadcast objects into a live stream
through a simple button-oriented interface.

MAX MSP
MAX MSP is a visual programming language for music and multimedia that allows users to
build complex, interactive programs without any prior experience writing code. (Ghassaei,
2017). MaxMSP has been described as a bridge for developing interactive music
performance software. It is especially useful for building audio, MIDI, video, and graphics
applications where user interaction is needed, has been used by composers, performers,
software designers, researchers, and artists to create a variety of performances and
installations.
Also known as Max/MSP/Jitter, the tool splits into several operations. “Max” handles
discrete operations and MIDI, “MSP” deals with signal processing and audio, and “Jitter” is
for graphics rendering and video manipulation. The Max tool is modular, supporting most
routines through shared libraries, supporting a range of integration with external software,
hardware controllers, and computer vision.

15

https://2immerse.eu/
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The tool also has an API that allows third-party developers to develop external objectives
and routines16. Max has a large user base of independent programmers who enhance the
software with commercial or non-commercial extensions using C++, NodeJS, Java, or
JavaScript. For instance, a popular extension is the Max integration with Ableton Live, a
digital audio workstation for live performance, composition and mastering.

MediaScape
VICOM coordinated an FP7 European Project called MediaScape17 (2013-2016), to provide
interoperable technologies for the creation and distribution of HTML-based media services
that can be delivered seamlessly and in a simultaneous way across any type of connected
devices, fostering the convergence of Television and Internet. VICOM, as an outcome of
the project, created MESH18, a library to enable services that define multi-user and multidevices media-viewing experiences for end-users in a standard-based approach.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the MESH library being used for a TV programme

This technology has evolved from a broadcast-oriented solution towards a flexible media
control system for crisis management in Public Safety. The technology, now called
FlexControl, is being used by Police Bodies to monitor crisis event and to make decisions.
It connected agents in mobility with a crisis room and remote experts. The image above
shows how Ertzaintza19 uses FlexControl during a crisis.
FlexControl allows to define a Web application with multiple and heterogeneous sources,
such as video files, images, real-time media, HLS, WebRTC, text, etc. The library enables
the association of multiple devices, having an overview of how many devices are
connected, the features and capabilities of each one of the devices, the role of each one,
etc. Moreover, FlexControl provides adaptation rules and algorithms to automatically
16

https://www.instructables.com/id/Intro-to-MaxMSP/

17

MediaScape Website in Cordis: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/610404
VICOM’s libraries: https://www.vicomtech.org/en/rdi-tangible/software-libraries
19
Ertzaintza is the Basque Police Body
18
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decide what kind of content must be shown where, and which User Interface is the best.
Finally, the library provides synchronisation mechanisms across different devices.
Through a Web browser, FlexControl enables different roles to participate in the
application:
✓ Visualisation of the information: With this profile, the display will be used to show
part of the content sources.
✓ Administrator: With this profile, this interface will decide what to see where. The
adaptation rules can provide an automatic outcome, but then the administrator
can manage and change everything, moving components from one device to
another, changing the layout, interacting with the content, etc.
✓ Operator: With this profile, an operator can be using a specific application, for
instance Google Earth, and the information being showed in the screen can be
distributed in real-time as one content source more for the others.
FlexControl offers the possibility to create a videowall of e.g. 6-9 devices (TVs, laptops, etc.)
without having an specific hardware or software, and moreover, mobile devices can be
used (as far as they have a Web browser).
FlexControl codebase has been adapted to serve as the foundation code for the WP2
Performance Engine tool.
The performance engine is a tool that gives the possibility to connect several input sources
(like cameras) and output (like displays) across different rooms and even with remote
users.

LICEU has been using several commercial tools for real-time composition and manipulation
of multimedia streams. Although these tools are more oriented towards the creation of
audio-visual material, they also provide functionalities of multimedia management.
Among these products, the ones that come closer to providing the functionalities required
by the performance engine are as follows.
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Millumin
Millumin20 is a solution for the creation of audiovisual shows through the combination of
several workflows. The software, currently available only on Mac platforms, provides
plugins for several software like AfterEffect, Cinema4D, Unity, Syphon) and provides a list
of features such as sequences, videomapping, multiscreen support, object tracking.
Costs

QLab
QLab21 offers the possibility to synchronize audio, video and light cues using a graphical
user interface. Among its features, it offers matrix-based audio routing, video mapping,
multi-screen playback, multi-device support. Every component of the audiovisual product
can be rearranged on a timeline view by drag-and-drop, making it easy to adapt and change
shows to different kind of scenarios.

Costs

Rental costs are approx. $320 per month.

20
21

Millumin.com/v3/index.php
Qlab.app
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Catalyst
Catalyst 22 is an image processing system that provides the facilities to control and
manipulate high resolution (HD & 4K) movies, live camera, or images for playback through
any number of video projection or LED screen devices. Catalyst offers many image
processing tools, such as 20x Composite or 8x SD/HD-SDI live video inputs (using multiple
capture cards). Controlled via DMX / Artnet or standalone, Catalyst provides instant access
playback high resolution (HD & 4K) content and the ability to manipulate images with a
range of colour and visual effects. Precise keystone or 3D geometry control can be
achieved within each layer or globally on a mixed output.

Costs

Jamkazam
Another commercial product which offers some of the characteristics required of a
performance engine is Jamkazam 23 . Unlike the products described above, Jamkazam
focuses on allowing multiple musicians to perform at the same time without sharing the
same physical space, over a standard internet connection (provided the latency is low
enough). Jamkazam combines characteristics of a live music platform with those of social
networks. The basic version, which is free to use, offers two core functionalities:
•
•

Playing music live, remotely and synchronized, with friends using the system
Connect through the platform to other musicians, with possibilities to search for
similar tastes, instrument played and so on

Music session can be recorded, shared between bandmates and even livestreamed using
the platform or Facebook.
Jamkazam has some limitations related to the bandwidth and latency requirements. As lag
can severely impact the quality of the user experience as well as that of the live recording,
the system simply refuse to start, when it detects that the quality of the internet
connection is not good enough.

22
23

Catalyst-v5.com
Jamkazam.com
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Costs

Jamulus
Jamulus24 is for playing, rehearsing, or just jamming with your friends, your band or just
anyone you find online. Use your Windows, macOS or Linux machine to connect to Jamulus
servers worldwide, for free over a normal broadband connection. Or host your own private
server. Jamulus is designed for high quality, low-latency sound, making it easy to play
together remotely and in time.

Costs
Jamulus is a free tool.

24

https://jamulus.io/
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3.1.5

Immersive Media
As per the report published by Fior Markets, the global VR market is expected to grow from
USD 5.34 Billion in 2017 to USD 56.25 Billion by 2025 at a CAGR of 34.2% during the forecast
period 2018-2025.

The primary focus of the Irish National Opera (INO) trial is on how Virtual Reality (VR)
technology can bring the experience of opera to more people in a country with few large
scale theatres. In taking opera to rural and remote areas, and so contributing to social and
cultural inclusion, Irish National Opera needs imaginative solutions. It is here that VR could
bring people something of the power of a full-scale opera, albeit in a very different context.

A. In responding to this challenge, the INO trial explores two interconnected
subsidiary questions:
B. How to co-create an opera in virtual reality with non-professional artists and
community participation;
C. How to use VR to offer both individual and collective experiences capable of
enhancing community ties and social inclusion.

As in all the trials this involves three stages: before, in the process of development and cocreation, during the performance(s), and after, in the distribution and continuing life of the
created work.

The media vault can support the co-creation process, as a way to store and share elements
of creative work (sound and video) that will form the material with which the VR opera will
be created. There is also potential to enhance the VR experience in performance and
subsequent touring to festivals with the immersive installation technologies, including
CWI’s work on social virtual reality. The use of the toolset will be further defined through
the first round of INO TRACTION tests.

In this section, we will explore at some interesting product offerings relating to content
distribution, synchronisation and playback of VR content as well as look at some Social VR
platforms currently on the market. As the requirements for the Immersive Media aspect
of the toolset before more defined, this analysis will prove useful as a reference guide for
opportunities for a value-add immersive media tool for potential commercial market
exploitation.
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3.1.6

Virtual reality (VR) Software Features
Before we look at some VR tools on the market, here are some features relating to VR.
VR software comes equipped with myriad features so users may create a fully fledged VR
experience. The following features are commonly found in these types of solutions, but
are not always guaranteed to be included.
Content management — Many tools allow users to upload either raw 3D content, which
will later be edited into a VR experience, or existing VR content directly onto the platform.
Users can manage and store content on these platforms and sometimes publish right from
them.
Editing content — The vast majority of VR solutions have editing capabilities. Users can
edit raw 3D content or existing VR experiences. Some editing features have drag-and-drop
capabilities, which means that users can edit their VR content with little to no coding
experience.
Hardware integration — Any VR solution must integrate with a piece of hardware that
supports VR experiences. These devices are typically headsets, but can also include mobile
phones.
Collaboration — VR tools allow multiple users to access the solution remotely at once so
they can collaborate in real time. While collaborating, users should be able to interact on
the same things simultaneously, along with watching games or events together.
Analytics — Some VR solutions will provide users with analytics capabilities. It will allow
businesses to better understand the behaviour of audiences accessing the VR content.

3.1.6.1 Immersive Media Commercial and Open Source Tools
Below is a list (illustrative not exhaustive) of some industry recommended and proven VR
tools with a variety of functionality. This list is provided to show the kinds of immersive
media tools that are currently adding value to the sector.

EZ360
EZ36025 offers a great solution for easy distribution, management and playback of VR
content. EZ360 consists of a Content Management System (CMS) to manage your VR
content and headsets easily via your web browser, and a VR Player to take care of the
playback for the end-user.

25 25

https://ez-360.com/
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With the EZ360 VR Player your content will automatically start as soon as the end-user puts
on the VR headset! If you have more than one piece of content, the end-user can easily
select which piece of content to start by either looking into the right direction or making
use of the controller.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content starts automatically
VR Player force starts when the VR headset boots up (if kiosk mode enabled)
Prevents users from (accidentally) closing the VR Player
Intuitive content selection menu to start specific content
Easily customize design and behaviour of the VR Player
Built-in VR Sync functionality
Support for videos and VR apps by the VR Player
Content stored locally on the VR headsets: no WiFi required

Costs

Headjack
Headjack26 is an app creation and content management system trusted by businesses to
power their 360º video apps. Headjack’s powerful backend allows for shorter development
cycles, saving teams precious time and money while delivering a high-quality product
across all VR platforms.

26

https://headjack.io/
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Costs

Viar360
Viar36027 is the most intuitive authoring and publishing platform that reduces the time,
effort and knowledge required to create highly engaging immersive training and learning
experiences from 360° videos and photos. Viar360 lets you create immersive learning
scenarios that your learners can experience in “Panorama mode” on their devices or in
“Virtual Reality” using VR headsets. Viar360 makes it possible for you to import 360° media
assets and add hotspots, regular media files, quizzes or other interactive elements to
engage your learners with real-life scenarios. With Viar360 you can take “virtual tours”,
“be in the shoes of X”, train “safety drills”, experience “crises management”, and much
more.

27

https://www.viar360.com/
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Virtours
Virtours 28 is Ikon's patented software solution for the creation, distribution and
visualization of VR content using a single integrated platform. Virtours takes full advantage
of the cloud architecture and adopts state of art technologies to offer the highest quality
virtual experiences for your business.

Costs
Pricing not available.

VRSync
VRSync allows synchronization of 360º content to an unlimited number of VR devices. A
producer can upload their content via the dashboard and push it wireless to the associated
devices. This enables producers to manage the playback of their content on multiple VR
headsets at the same time.

28

https://www.virtours.com/en/
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Social VR Platforms
Social VR is when multiple VR headset users come together for an event or meeting on a
platform that enables this capability. In terms of market, there may be an opportunity
relating to Social VR to offer a lobby-type experience where virtual audience members can
gather and chat both before the (VR opera) show and at a defined interval.
These statistics give you a sense of the current market size by the number of subscribers
on each of the main for Social VR Platforms:

Platform
VRChat
Bigscreen
Rec Room
NeosVR
OrbusVR
Oculus Home
Altspace VR

No of subscribers March 2020
21.6K
3.43K
71.7K
3.74K
1.74K
309K
4.84K
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Community Opera landscape
This section aims to identify potential partners and stakeholders for the technological tools
developed as part of WP2 in the TRACTION project. Here we will look at some groundbreaking innovative projects from Opera companies, as well as list of European opera
companies who are currently streaming content and on their digital journey, as well as look
at companies known for their community engagement practice.

4.1

Potential partners
VOPERA
VOPERA 29 is a Virtual Opera Project. The companies first production is a new film of
Ravel's L'Enfant et les Sortilèges which premièred on the London Philharmonic Orchestra
YouTube Channel and Marquee TV.
The project involves green screen studios, Zoom coachings halfway around the world,
rehearsal tracks, scrapbook designs and a whole lot more to create a production of Ravel's
surreal and touching masterpiece.
The London Philharmonic Orchestra recorded a new reduced orchestration by Lee
Reynolds for 27 musicians created to meet strict social distancing rules in the UK.
Everything in the film was created in a handmade green screen studio and put together by
a small team of video engineers.
The singers in this production performed everything from their homes during lockdown,
from countries all over the world. They rehearsed, recorded and filmed themselves in
isolation using whatever equipment they owned. Other than those who already lived
together, at no point were any of the singers or the creative team in the same room as
each other.
Tête à Tête
Tête à Tête 30was founded in 1997 by director Bill Bankes-Jones, conductor Orlando Jopling
and administrator Katie Price, Tête à Tête has established itself as the home of new opera.
Since its inception, the company has drawn on the skills of 10,000+ singers, conductors,
instrumentalists, sound engineers, lighting specialists, costume designers, videographers
and producers to create over 500 new productions.
The company was awarded the UK Arts On Line Award for the Tête à Tête online archive
of 400+ videos of every performance hosted or produced since 2008. This is the largest
online video resource for new opera on the internet, reaching audiences in 155 Countries.

29

https://www.vopera20.com/

30

www.tete-a-tete.org.uk
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Opera Sunderland
Written by composer Marcos Fernandez-Barrero and poet Jacob Polley, The Soldier’s
Return from Opera Sunderland31, is a brand new opera based on interviews with modernday veterans. Featuring a community chorus alongside a professional cast and musicians,
this moving and thought-provoking production reflects the soldiers’ experiences of coming
home after conflict and the impact on their families.
Originally planned as a live production, due to the pandemic we are collaborating with
award-winning North East filmmakers Meerkat Films, director Annie Rigby (Unfolding
Theatre), designer Imogen Cloët and sound engineer Ian Stephenson from Simpson Street
Studios to create a film of The Soldier’s Return.
Opera Beyond
Opera Beyond is about the collision of new technologies and performing arts.
Finland is known for its developments in cutting-edge technologies. Around the world,
curious and inventive people are exploring how the experience of the performing arts can
be developed through emerging technology. We’re aiming to inspire the use of immersive
techniques such as virtual reality, holographic projection, and spatial audio, in stage arts
and live performances.
The Opera Beyond project will be exploring how to integrate various immersive
technologies into performing arts productions. Our journey is well on its way and we’re
looking for ambitious partners – both as sponsors and donors.

4.1.1

Companies known for community engagement practice
As co-creation and community engagement are at the heart of the TRACTION project and
the WP2 tools will be shaped in accordance with this engagement, here we explore
examples of companies known for similar activity. The idea is that these companies or
networks could engage with the TRACTION toolset and practices and benefit from the
project.
Company Name
Opera North
Welsh National Opera
RESEO
Tête à Tête
Royal Opera House
Glyndebourne
English National Opera
Scottish Opera
English Touring Opera
31

Website
https://www.operanorth.co.uk/aboutus/community-partnerships-scheme/
https://wno.org.uk/
https://www.reseo.org/
https://www.tete-a-tete.org.uk/
https://www.roh.org.uk/learning/learningin-thurrock/community-chorus
https://www.glyndebourne.com/
https://eno.org/
https://www.scottishopera.org.uk/
https://englishtouringopera.org.uk/

https://www.operasunderland.co.uk/operas-events/the-soldiers-return
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Network

Garsington
Opera Holland Park
Opera Naples
La Fura Dels Baus

https://www.garsingtonopera.org/
https://operahollandpark.com/
https://operanaples.org/home/about/com
munity-outreach/
https://lafura.com/

The following is a list of all European Opera companies who are currently streaming
content. The next step for these companies who are already on their digital transformation
journey, could be to use methodologies and tools defined as part of the TRACTION project.

Company Name
Opera America
Opera Vision
Opera Europa
Teatro La Fenice
Vienna State Opera
Royal Opera House
Opernhaus Zürich
Teatro Regio di Torino
Semperoper Dresden
Teatro Massimo
Bayerische Staatsoper
Staatsoper unter den
Linden
Opéra National de
Paris
Teatro dell’Opera di
Roma
Teatro Regio Parma
La Monnaie de Mont
Deutsche Oper Berlin
Teatro alla Scala
Opera Comique
Teatro Carlo Felice

Staatsoper Stuttgart
Dutch National Opera
Teatro de la Zaruela

Website
https://www.operaamerica.org/r/repertoir
e-productions/5125/meetopera-online
https://operavision.eu/en
https://opera-europa.org/home
https://www.teatrolafenice.it/
https://play.wiener-staatsoper.at/
https://www.roh.org.uk/
https://www.opernhaus.ch/digital/coronaspielplan/
https://www.teatroregio.torino.it/
https://www.semperoper.de/en/
https://www.teatromassimo.it/
https://www.staatsoper.de/
https://www.staatsoper-berlin.de/en/

Network

https://www.operadeparis.fr/en
https://www.operaroma.it/
https://www.teatroregioparma.it/
https://www.lamonnaie.be/en
https://deutscheoperberlin.de
https://www.teatroallascala.org/
https://www.opera-comique.com/
https://www.streamingcarlofelice.com/

https://www.staatsoper-stuttgart.de/
https://www.operaballet.nl/
https://teatrodelazarzuela.mcu.es
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After
550,000
transmissions
in
over 68 countries in
the first 10 days, the
theatre will continue
to stream operas
from their website

Opéra Royale de
Wallone-Liège
Bolshoi Theatre
Finnish
National
Opera
Sofia National Opera
Polish National Opera
Palau de les Arts
Opera de Dijon
Greek National Opera
Israeli Opera
Opera Bilbao
Teatro Fenice
Wigmore Hall
Teatro de la Zarzuela
Festival
Aix-enProvence

4.1.2

https://www.operaliege.be/en/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/en/
https://oopperabaletti.fi/en/
https://www.operasofia.bg/en/
https://teatrwielki.pl/en/
https://www.lesarts.com/en/
https://www.opera-dijon.fr/
https://www.nationalopera.gr/en/
https://www.israel-opera.co.il/eng/
https://www.abao.org/en/home.html
https://www.teatrolafenice.it/en/
https://wigmore-hall.org.uk/
https://teatrodelazarzuela.mcu.es
https://festival-aix.com/en

Opera America
As part of the research for this document, we spoke with Laura Lee Everett of Opera
America32 about TRACTION - its mission and the possible dissemination of the WP2 toolset
to opera companies in the US via the Opera America network.
Laura was able to share projects from companies participating in community opera
projects that could be potential partners for TRACTION, as per below. Aside from the
companies highlighted below, Laura said she would be keen to discuss how Opera America
can support the activities of TRACTION. Together we will explore how member companies
could, for example, take part in user tests of the WP2 tools.

Onsite Opera
On Site Opera33 presented the holiday classic, Amahl and the Night Visitors, in a modern
production that connects this timeless story of charity and miracles with the prevalent
issue of homelessness in NYC. Presented in the Holy Apostles Soup Kitchen 34 , and in
partnership with Breaking Ground, New York City’s largest provider of permanent
supportive housing for the homeless, performances featured a chorus made up
of community members who have experienced homelessness performing alongside
renowned opera soloists and musicians.

32

https://www.operaamerica.org/
https://osopera.org/
34
https://osopera.org/productions/amahl2018/
33
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With this collaboration, On Site Opera, Breaking Ground, and the Holy Apostles Soup
Kitchen hoped to shine a light on the issue of homeless in New York City, and share how
the arts and social services can work together to benefit community.

Heartbeat opera
From the New York Times article about Heartbeat Opera’s production of Fidelio 35“The
transformation from oppression to freedom is at the core of “Fidelio,” which the small,
adventurous company Heartbeat Opera 36 is presenting at the Baruch Performing Arts
Center in Manhattan. There, the recorded voices of choirs from Midwestern correctional
facilities will join together in Beethoven’s soaring Prisoners’ Chorus.
To bring the work to life in the era of Black Lives Matter, Heartbeat’s co-artistic director,
Ethan Heard, and its co-music director, Daniel Schlosberg, are setting their production
within today’s American criminal justice system, which disproportionately
incarcerates people of color”.

San Diego Opera Hack
San Diego Opera37 put out the following call-out to opera companies and professionals for
their opera hack event which took place in July 2019.
“San Diego Opera is seeking 40-50 participants for OPERA HACK: a two-day hackathon for
music, theater, and technology experts to gather, brainstorm, and discover new methods
for live performance.
Participants will form interdisciplinary teams to bring forward innovative ideas that can
advance the production and presentation of opera. A panel of advisors will select up to five
winning ideas for further concept development.
A total of $40,000 will be dispersed to the winning teams to develop their concepts over
the course of the following year (July 2019 - Summer 2020). Winning concepts will be
presented in their most completed form at a public event in Summer 2020, to demonstrate
what advancements in recent technology can do for the music theater industry.
SD OPERA is seeking creative thinkers with expertise in areas such as:
Technical Direction, Lighting Design, Composition, Costume Design and Construction,
Performance, Theater Project Management, Stage Direction, and Scenic Design.
3D Printing, Projection & Integrated Theater Design; Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed
Reality; Creative Coding, A.I. and Machine Learning, Computer Vision and Haptics,
Interactive Theater and Performance Art, and Live Streaming”.

35

https://www.heartbeatopera.org/fidelio-november-2018
https://www.heartbeatopera.org
37
https://www.sdopera.org/operahack
36
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The winning projects were:38

1. Hamsafar, an Urdu word meaning “on a journey together,” is the concept for an
opera concept that will use virtual and augmented reality technology to put the
viewer inside a sonic world where they can both see and feel the environment and
voices of opera singers.
The idea was developed by three members of the Sonic Arts Research and
Development group at the Qualcomm Institute, as well as a theater director, a
VR/digital dramaturg and an expert in tactile sound. Their concept would use
Qualcomm Institute’s existing Space 3D technology, which allows audience
members to explore the “space” of a vocal performance inside a virtual world.
The listener would be able to walk up to a virtual performer in the visual
environment to listen more closely to their voice. Vibro-tactile haptic sensors
strapped to the viewer’s body would also enable the viewer to “feel” the music.
Initially, the team will create a “proof of concept” VR operatic piece inspired by a
Rumi poem.
2. OPERAMAP would be a shared database where opera companies and opera
industry designers could collaborate without having to travel to different theaters
to explore the space to see how a traveling show or rented scenery would fit
within the building.
The database would incorporate the use of 360-degree “photogrammetry” to map
the stages of opera theaters around the country, so that opera producers could
work with scenic, lighting and other designers to see how a set might fit on their
stage and appear from the vantage point of audience members. Eventually, the
database would offer virtual reality “meetings” where multiple users could “beam
into” the same virtual space together for planning meetings.
This proposal will be tested first by Houston Grand Opera, which is one of the lead
architects of OPERAMAP, but will be made available to opera companies and
designers nationwide.
3. Open Show Bible - Developed by a team of opera industry producers and software
designers, the Open Show Bible would create a collaborative, interactive
computerized “cue” book for an opera production. Most operas are still produced
in the centuries-old way where stage managers follow a performance rehearsal
and write sound, lighting, projection and musician cues as they go on a paper
musical score. Using existing score-following software, the process would be tied
into a live-animated open-show display that would be immediately accessible to
multiple collaborators. Creators say the new system would dramatically cut
production costs by reducing the time it takes to “dry-tech” a rehearsal and it
would improve communication between departments. In the long-term, the show
bibles could be shared among multiple opera companies to present lower-priced,
turnkey production with pre-programmed digital cues.

38

https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/entertainment/classical-music/story/2019-0814/three-winners-chosen-in-opera-hack-competition
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4.1.3

Related sectors
The urgent need to go online has brought a commonality and collaboration across a
multitude of sectors related to the Opera sector. For example, arts organisations, venues,
theatres and museums share much of the current pain points as Opera companies in
relation to serving audiences in new ways. Obviously, there are tens of thousands of such
companies in Europe not to mention globally. Therefore, the smart move would be to
investigate opportunities with strategic partners in the form of networks or representative
bodies in order to reach their members.

ARTS ORGANISATIONS

Face
The purpose of FACE39 is to contribute at a European and international level to:
•
•

•
•
•

The circulation of works, ideas and knowledge in the hybrid contemporary
performing arts and in socially engaged artistic practices;
Promoting, advocating and informing on our artistic fields, while defending
contemporary artistic creation as a vital element in the sustainable development
of our societies;
Exchange information, tools and know-how, as well as share experiences of
cultural professionals from all countries;
Promote dialogue between cultures and respect for cultural diversity;
Support the international mobility of culture professionals.

We work to enhance the quality, development and conditions of presentation for the
contemporary performing arts. FACE works in a global context to organise professional
exchanges, conferences, seminars, the artistic programming of physical or electronic
publishing projects, workshops, training, lobbying and fundraising activities.

VENUES

ENICPA
•

•

•

39
40

The European Network of Information Centres40 for the Performing Arts (ENICPA)
is a network of specialists from Europe in the field of performing arts information,
documentation and collections.
The aim of the network is to train these professionals by sharing expertise and
knowledge. ENICPA firmly believes in building trust by getting to know each other
by meeting on a yearly basis. Being a network of colleagues, ENICPA is a fertile soil
for new ideas and for cooperation between the member organizations.
ENICPA consists of 17 member organisations from 11 different European
countries.

https://www.fresh-europe.org/
http://enicpa.info/
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MUSEUMS

NE-MO
The Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO41) was founded in 1992 as an
independent network of national museum organisations representing the museum
community of the member states of the Council of Europe. Together, NEMO’s members
speak for more than 30,000 museums in 40 countries across Europe.
•
•
•
•
•

We connect European museums and their national organisations to help ensure
their place in the cultural development of Europe.
We promote European policies that help museums to fulfill their role as keepers
of cultural heritage by promoting their importance to European policy makers.
We support European museums in their aim to learn through networking and cooperation.
We show our members ways to participate in existing European cultural policies
by acting as an information channel between European institutions and museums.
We believe that museums are key players in safeguarding our cultural heritage
and that they play a key role in helping towards a better understanding within
Europe.

THEATRES

European Theatre Network
As the largest network of public theatres in Europe, the ETC42 has 42 European Members
from over 25 countries, reflecting the diversity of Europe’s vibrant cultural sector. Founded
in 1988, the ETC promotes European theatre as a vital platform for dialogue, democracy
and interaction that responds to, reflects and engages with today’s diverse audiences and
changing societies.
ETC fosters an inclusive notion of theatre that brings Europe’s social, linguistic and cultural
heritage to audiences and communities in Europe and beyond. Powerful and professional
ETC governance ensures that the network will thrive and grow, taking into consideration
the latest trends and developments.
The ETC’s current four-year "ENGAGE: Empowering today's audience through challenging
theatre" program offers our member theatres many opportunities and project
possibilities. This comprehensive, ground-breaking programme is supported by the
Creative Europe Programme of the European Union.

41https://www.ne-mo.org/
42

https://www.europeantheatre.eu/page/members/etc-members
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Conclusion
This document began with outlining the current-state-of-the-art in relation to opera and
technology, which in broad strokes relates to video streaming. It then looked at the
opportunities for future technology trends and what additional functionality, interactivity
and immersion they may present for the audience of the future.
Key to the TRACTION project is the spirit of co-creation. This is at the heart of the
relationship with communities, the development and production process itself as well as
the market, exploitation and dissemination opportunities. To this end, this document
explored the competitive landscape for the WP2 tools as well as with whom the toolset
might be shared in the future.
The tools being created as part of WP2 are adding value to our consortium, and therefore
we are identifying market opportunities as well as potential opportunities for these toolset
solutions. We imagine that by the time the next iteration of this deliverable will be
documented, the landscape will have changed dramatically. However, the research carried
out here, will have value for exploitation and dissemination activities as part of TRACTION.
A starting point from which to build.
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